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Outline: 

 

• Elites and opposition ind the Mediterranean region – with a focus on 
North Africa 

• Possibilities for promotion of democracy in North Africa – the divisions 
within the opposition – presentation by Louise 

• Algeria and the ENP 

• EU’s partnership programme and the perspectives in North Africa 

• Morocco as regime - ”the devine king” and ”the enemies (of 
democracy) within” 
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Elites and opposition in the Mediterranean region  

– with a focus on North Africa 

• The regimes in North Africa are like the other regimes in the Middle 
East – weak states, characterized by authoritarian, conservative 
leadership without much legitimacy what so ever… 

• Morocco: kingdom (Muhammed VI) with a bicameral system: Majlis an-
Nuab (representatives) and Majlis al-Mustasharin (advisors) – to a 
large degree influenced by the old elite, Makhsen, (upcoming elections 
25 November 2011 following constitutional reform of 1 July) 

• Algeria: presidential system (Bouteflika) + National Peoples Assembly 
(legislative) and Council of the Nation (second chamber). Still under 
influence by the tragedy of the 1990’s – continuously strong (illegal) 
Islamic opposition – and some legal Islamic opposition 

• Tunesia: presidential system (Ben-Ali fled to Saudi-Arabia Jan. 2011) + 
Majlis an-Nuab (representatives, as in Morocco) og Majlis al-
Mustasharin (advisors) – democratic elections 23 October resulting in 
91 seats for the Ennahda Party 
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Possibilities for promotion of democracy in North Africa  

– divisions within the opposition – presentation by Louise 

• Point of departure: the absence of democracy in the Middle East, which 
also is the case in the Maghreb 

• The regimes have a historical background as popular movements, 
established in connection with the struggle for liberation: based on 
national consciousness, promises of social reforms and autonomy etc. 

• Gradually a political and economic deroute through the 70’s and 80’s 
approaching the fall of the Berlin Wall, influencing the Middle East 

• New challenges in the 1990’s: strengthening of Islamist movements 
and pressure from Europe to promote democracy, economic 
liberalization and development – Morocco becomes a liberalized 
autocracy, with a facade democracy (strengthening the regime…) 

• Furthermore: disintegration due to increasing public protest but at the 
same time a lack of ”pooling” of resources – as was the case in Latin 
America and Eastern Europe  
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Possibilities for promotion of democracy in North Africa  

– divisions within the opposition 

• Obstacles for democracy:  

• First and foremost the regimes themselves, the conservative, but 
apparently solidly founded liberalizing autocracies 

• The absence of political participation, which has to do with the 
character of the regimes. The population develops passivity, ”double 
behaviour” (public and private) – therefore maybe a perspective in 
attempts at supporting the promotion of a civil society…? 

• EU lacks an ability to show ways out of the misery for the states in the 
Maghreb. The EU suffers in the Middle East (and therefore also in the 
Maghreb) from a capability expectation gap or quite simply a credibility 
problem, which is more than difficult to get rid of 

• Some cooperation, but no formalized coalition – between secular, 
liberal leftist groups engaged in democratization and human rights and 
Islamist organizations, which are either institutionalized or ”illegalized” 
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Algeria and the ENP 

• The relation between the EU and Algeria seems continuously to be 
problematic – and the ENP has not changed this… 

• It took ten years to negotiate an Association Agreement and the 
Barcelona process from 1995 gradually made Algerias attitude towards 
the EU more purposive. But so far they have dismissed the 
ENP…claiming that it is Eurocentric… 

• And added to that the Algerians are ”suffering from” a ”Russian 
syndrome” (ie. refuses to be taught democracy lessons from the EU) 

• In stead Algeria will go for a strategic energy partnership (SEP) as an 
alternative to the ENP 

• This strategy has its focus on a broad understanding of foreign policy 
cooperation, and thus not only focuses on security and the fight against 
terrorism 

• Finally: will the Union for the Mediterranean change that? Hardly… 
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EU’s partnership programme and the perspectives in North 

Africa 

• Since 9.11 the need to change the Mediterranean region into an area 
of security, stability and economic progress has grown – as we have 
talked about: The changing agenda in the Mediterranean 

• Apparently there has been correspondence between the ambitions of 
the EU to promote democracy (among others via support to the NGO’s) 
and the modernizing- and reform programmes of the Moroccan regime 

• The takeover in 1999 (Mohammed VI – and the firing of influential Driss 
Basri) looked promising seen from the EU…hope for real progress… 

• At the same time an apparently successfull co-optation of the islamists, 
which was represented in parliament in 2002 as the 3. largest party 

• A important point (developed by Francesco Cavatorta in the former 
article) that the opposition stands divided and therefore is weak 

• On the other hand we see a growth in the NGO-segment and some 
success in the efforts to control the migration issue 
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EU’s partnership programme and the perspectives in North 

Africa 

• The regimes are struggling with radical Islamists as pointed to several 
scholars; in different ways and with different backgrounds 

• The destabilizing effect of this phenomenon has led to a focus on how 
political processes can minimize and contain it 

• Two strategies are often applied: inclusion (both in liberal democracies 
and authoritarian states) and an ”appearance strategy” – giving 
opposition groups an illusion of influence 

• Tunesia: some attempts at inclusion under Bourguiba, under Ben Ali 
(from 1987) exclusion and repression, recently new, unclear situation 

• Algeria: The challenge of FIS rather than radicalism was the reason for 
an exclusion strategy: this led to the tragedy of the 1990s. That things 
changed can be seen as a result of ”sheer exhaustion” 

• Morocco: ”a twin approach of politics and security”, reforms under way 

• Summing up: the ”successfull” Tunesian model, which right now seems 
to be preferred – seems to result in greater support for radicalism  
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Morocco as regime  

– ”the devine king” and ”the enemies (of democracy) within” 

• The text of Pierre Vermehren is a political description of Morocco based 
on many years of field work and residence in the country 

• Notice the title of the article: ”The advancing but irregular democratic 
experiment of Morocco”, signalling a positive scenario… 

• According to Vermeren Morocco can be seen as a role model for the 
rest of the Arab world in the sense that it is more developed as far as 
democracy is concerned  

• The resistance against democracy in Morocco is coming from the 
upper classes, which not seriously want progress for the broad 
segments of the people 

• Furthermore from the army, the mafia, the islamists and the Mahkzen 

• Progress has been significant according to Vermeren – again this is 
contradictory to what other research is presenting us for… 

• Recently, however, Vermehren’s position seems to be confirmed (?) 
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